ABSTRACT Objective In the i2b2 Medication Extraction Challenge, medication names together with details of their administration were to be extracted from medical discharge summaries. Design The task of the challenge was decomposed into three pipelined components: named entity identification, context-aware filtering and relation extraction. For named entity identification, first a rule-based (RB) method that was used in our overall fifth place-ranked solution at the challenge was investigated. Second, a conditional random fields (CRF) approach is presented for named entity identification (NEI) developed after the completion of the challenge. The CRF models are trained on the 17 ground truth documents, the output of the rule-based NEI component on all documents, a larger but potentially inaccurate training dataset. For both NEI approaches their effect on relation extraction performance was investigated. The filtering and relation extraction components are both rule-based. Measurements In addition to the official entry level evaluation of the challenge, entity level analysis is also provided. Results On the test data an entry level F 1 -score of 80% was achieved for exact matching and 81% for inexact matching with the RB-NEI component. The CRF produces a significantly weaker result, but CRF outperforms the rule-based model with 81% exact and 82% inexact F 1 -score (p<0.02). Conclusion This study shows that a simple rule-based method is on a par with more complicated machine learners; CRF models can benefit from the addition of the potentially inaccurate training data, when only very few training documents are available. Such training data could be generated using the outputs of rule-based methods.
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Biomedical text mining has been a continuously growing field in the past few decades, because it has proved its efficiency in a wide range of application areas, such as the identification of biological entities (MeSH terms, proteins, genes, etc.) 1 2 and their relationships 3 4 in free text, assigning insurance codes to clinical records, 5 facilitating querying in biomedical databases 6 ; for a recent survey, see Cohen and Hersh. 7 Pharmacotherapy information, including patients' responses to medications, is found in textual clinical records, such as discharge summaries. Physicians may be interested in analyzing statistically relevant data or specific cases based on clinical records. For this, such texts have to be processed extracting relevant pieces of information and arranging them into meaningful structures automatically. These tasks are called information extraction (IE) and relation extraction (RE) in the text mining fields.
The goal of the Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside (i2b2) Medication Extraction Challenge 8 was to extract from discharge summaries information on medications experienced by the patient. This taskdtermed medication extractiondis a relational information extraction problem consisting of three subtasks. First, text fragments of different semantic types in free text have to be found; this is called named entity identification (NEI) or tagging. Second, filtering is performed to limit the scope of the RE. Third, in RE the entities within the scope of interest are investigated and determined whether they are in relation or not.
Here we propose a RE pipeline for medication extraction. We briefly discuss the results and lessons learned from our study. For the community, we provide an appendix to this paper (available online only at http://jamia.bmj.com) and the source code (available at http://www.categorizer.tmit.bme.hu/ willes/i2b2/medication).
BACKGROUND
The paper of the organizers 8 gives an overview on medication extraction studies, which typically tackle the problem using drug lexicons and rulebased systems, 9e11 and find these means invaluable. Named entity identification systems typically apply linguistic grammar-based methods or statistical (probabilistic) models. Grammar-based systems use hand-crafted rules and are therefore costly, while statistical approaches create classification models in a supervised manner requiring preferably large manually annotated training corpora. State-of-the-art statistical NEI methods can achieve approximately 85e90% F 1 -score on their application domain. 12 The portability of NEI systems is limited; their performance usually drops significantly when applied to another domain. 13 Conditional random fields (CRF) 14 15 are a probabilistic framework applied successfully for NEI, also on the biomedical domains (for a survey, see He and Kayaalp). 16 The CRF-based solutions were among the best systems 17 18 at the i2b2 de-identification challenge 19 producing 80e99% F 1 -measure depending on the entity type. Despite of its effectiveness at entity recognition we found no references using CRF to extract medication information.
METHODS

Problem description
In the medication extraction challenge, a relation, called a medication entry, consists of a medication < An additional appendix is published online only. To view this file please visit the journal online (http://jamia.bmj.com). name, dosage information, mode of administration, frequency and duration of taking the medication and reason for administration. Except the medication name, all other five constituents are optional. The content of medication entry constituents (termed fields) are specified by a token-level standoff annotation using the simple whitespace tokenization provided. The very same text fragment could belong to several entries. Restrictions apply on the context of medication: allergic reactions and negative statements should be excluded (details in Uzuner and Cadag). 8 Evaluation of system outputs was done in two different settings: exact and inexact, the former works on phrase, the latter on token level. The training set contained 17 fully annotated discharge summaries (termed 17gt). The development set had 679 unlabelled documents. The test set contained 553 unlabelled documents, among which 251 were selected as the basis of evaluation (termed 251gt). More details are provided in the online version.
Approaches
We decomposed the medication extraction problem into three subtasks. First, named entity identification is applied for the six entity types. Second, a filtering is performed to discard contexts that are out of the challenge scope. Third, the RE is executed, when recognized entities are arranged into medication entries with a medication name head. The components are connected to form a complete medication extraction pipeline (see figure 1) .
As the training set is very small, we developed a rule-based NEI ( figure 1A ) for which we made use of dictionaries and manually created regular expressions. We participated at the challenge using this NEI component in our solution, achieving fifth place among 20 systems.
After the completion of the challenge, we also developed a CRF-based NEI approach and applied it with various settings. As a baseline, we used a CRF model exclusively trained on 17gt (figure 1B). Second, we tagged all documents with rule-based NEI, and trained a CRF model on this corpus (termed 1249rb, figure 1C ). We performed experiments with two tokenization approaches and three feature sets in the CRF modules.
Filtering is performed by a context-aware rule-based approach. We partitioned discharge summaries into zones, filtered out allergy and family history-related parts. Furthermore, negative statements were discarded.
Relation extraction is again performed by a rule-based model. The text zones are further segmented using identified medication names. With custom rules we determined their scopes, and finally arranged the extracted entities into medication entries.
Rule-based NEI
We made use of two information sources at the creation of rulebased NEI: vocabularies (mainly for medication and partly for reason) and rules defined as regular expressions. The former is self-explaining, while the latter brings the ability to deal with linguistic variations and add context sensitivity through the so-called look-arounds. See more details in the online version.
To support NEI we created a custom grammar that combines the benefits of using vocabularies and regular expression rules (see the online appendix at http://jamia.bmj.com and an excerpt in figure 2 ). The grammar defines entities as named regular expressions that may contain references to other entities. A terminal entity is one without references to other entities.
Vocabularies and regular expressions are encoded as terminal entities, while non-terminal entities are used to combine them with the rich syntax of regular expressions. For example, based on the dosage unit vocabulary and the number regular expression one can define the dosage entity to be '{number} {dosage unit}s?' that is expanded to an ordinary regular expression. Note that defining a regular expression this way is intuitive and facilitates re-use.
The medication name vocabulary was populated from the following sources: < Public (eg, DrugBank drugcards (http://www.drugbank.ca/ downloads), Freebase topics of type Drug (http://www. freebase.com/view/medicine/drug)); < Labeled training documents (17gt); < Unlabeled development set documentsdmatches of regular expression patterns that exhibit high precision on labeled documents. Using multiple sources allowed for better coverage of spelling and abbreviation variations, but all misspellings and shortened medication names could not be covered.
For other fields, vocabularies were first bootstrapped from the training annotations, and then rules were created manually by also observing the development set documents. Altogether, we defined 87 entities in the custom grammar (see source code), including the six top level entities directly used in annotation, 19 domain-specific entities (eg, dosage units, verb phrases used with medications, adjectives of insulin).
Conditional random fields-based NEI
At post-challenge analysis we developed an alternative NEI component using CRF. A CRF is trained by a token sequence when tokens are annotated by single labels (here the six entity types or other). Tokens are represented by their feature vectors. Typical features are binary properties, for example, whether the token matches a pattern. Based on the sequence of labels in training documents and the observed corresponding feature vectors, CRF learns the relations between labels and features, and builds a discriminative model that is applied to predict the most likely label sequence of unlabeled token sequences.
The predictive performance of a CRF model depends heavily on the tokenization and the feature set applied, 20 thus we experimented with two types of tokenizations and three feature sets. We used whitespace tokenization (token boundaries are specified by whitespace) and a custom tokenization that preserves abbreviations and unusually spelled floating point numbers as a single token by defining context-dependent token boundaries (details in the online version).
As for feature sets (FSs), first we considered identity FS in which features correspond to unique words (for FS sizes on 17gt see table 1). Standard FS also includes surface, offset conjunction (feature vectors are augmented by features in a two-window with marked relative position) and character n-gram features. The domain dependent FS domain includes vocabularies and typical entity patterns taken from rule-based NEI (see examples in the online version), in addition to the identity FS and surface features. In FS full, all features are included.
We evaluated the various tokenizations and feature sets on the 17 ground truth documents (17gt) using a 17-fold cross-validation.
We integrated the CRF model into the pipeline using two different scenarios (see figure 1) .
Filtering
Discharge summaries were first partitioned into larger text segments called zones. Zones consist of a heading and a body. As the documents were made available as unstructured text, we used hand-crafted regular expressions to identify zone headings. Zones that typically contain medication listings (eg, 'discharge medications', 'meds') were marked as list context, while the others as narrative.
According to the annotation guidelines, mentions of medications, which are not taken by or prescribed for the patient, should not be extracted. Such medication mentions can be found in negated context (eg, 'patient did not take X'), in allergy listings (eg, 'allergies: penicillin', 'allergic to aspirin') or even in the family history. We identified context semantics at two levels. At the zone level, we filtered out entire zones with headings referring to allergy or family history (typical headings are 'Allergies:', 'All:'; 'Fam HX:', 'Family history:'). Below the sentence level, we identified allergies, family history, and negation trigger words and their scopes using our i2b2 obesity challenge semantic classifier. 21 Entities in such scopes were also disregarded in the RE step.
Filtering also handles the rare case of overlapping entities generated by rule-based NEIdfor example 'every two days' (frequency) versus 'two days' (duration).
Relation extraction: assembling medication entries
The task of extracting relations between medication names and entities of other types was simplified to determining the scopes of each medication entity. Given a medication entity and its scope, a medication entry was constructed by populating its fields with all constituents found in its scope.
To determine the scopes, zone bodies were further split into sentences (narrative context) or list items (list context). If a sentence contained exactly one medication name, then the context was assumed to be the whole sentence. If a sentence contained several medication names, then it was initially partitioned using the medication names as the start of scope boundaries. The partitioning was then fine tuned also taking into account that medication entries may have constituents preceding the medication name (like in 'IV Lasix'). Fine tuning extended the scopes of medication names to the left until a scope terminating pattern is matched or another medication name is found (an example is depicted in figure 3 ). For details on scope terminators, see Solt et al.
21
Implementation
The pipeline was implemented within the generic UIMA (http:// www.uima.apache.org/) framework that proved to be well-suited At the former, the rule-based named entity identification (NEI) are evaluated on the entire 17gt, while for conditional random fields (CRF) we used 17-fold cross-validation. CRF models evaluated on 251gt were trained on the entire 17gt. The third and fifth rows indicate performance at medication name identification. Note that the overall F 1 -micro values are independent from the final performance measures of the medication extraction challenge, as 87.4% of the tokens are not part of an entity, so the constant other-prediction would achieve a 0.874 micro F 1 -score. Results of best CRF feature sets emboldened. for this information extraction task. First, the annotation schema was created. Second, conversion between i2b2 standoff format and the UIMA representation was developed. Third, the workflow of our approach was broken down into hierarchically structured components (so-called annotators). For CRF, we integrated MALLET, 22 a natural language processing-focused Java machine learning library into the workflow. For further details, see the online version and source code. Table 1 presents entity level evaluation results of NEI components. Recall that we used solely the rule-based NEI component at the challenge. Here we report on the medication name and overall (six fields plus other) micro F 1 -score. The former is an indicative upper bound for the performance of the extraction task, but potentially includes false positives (eg, in negative context). The latter numbers indicate the relative performance of different CRF models and help in identifying the best CRF settings, but are inadequate to estimate the RE performance. Table 2 includes the inexact and exact F 1 -scores on 251gt of our shared task submission and post-challenge CRF components. In table 3 we report on the performance of CRF models trained on 17gt and 1249rb, measured on the 251gt. Observe that CRF trained on the 17gt brings somewhat inferior performance compared with the rule-based solution. As expected, the domain FS achieves significantly better results compared with identity and standard FSs (8e10% F 1 -score gain). Such differences cannot be observed between types of tokenization.
RESULTS
Named entity identification components
Relation extraction
Models trained on the 1249rb outperform 17gt trained CRF. Interestingly, here the tokenization makes a difference: with whitespace only the performance of the rule-based approach is reached, while custom CRF outperforms that with 0.7 (inexact) and 1.9 (exact) at F 1 -score. Table 1 shows that the rule-based approach is more inclined for overfitting than CRF at the NEI components. As expected, the RE achieved better overall performance using the rule-based NEI component when compared with the CRF-NEI component trained only on 17gt, which can be explained by an insufficient number of training documents. When, however, CRFeNEI was trained on 1249rb, that is additional, although potentially inaccurate training data were available, it already outperformed the rule-based solution (p<0.02).
DISCUSSION
We achieved best results with custom tokenization and domain feature set. Offset conjunction and n-gram features added only noise to training, because CRF could not retrieve useful information from them, due to insufficient training data.
The F 1 -score on medication names is an upper bound of the overall RE F 1 -score. Therefore, better performance in medication identification would also increase the performance measured on The ratio of tokens is measured on the 251gt (whitespace tokenization). Note that performance on the medication field is not directly comparable with the corresponding numbers in table 1, as there is no one-to-one correspondence between entities and entries (the same occurrence of medication name can be in multiple entries), and precision is increased here, because filtering disregards entities occurring in improper contexts. CRF, conditional random field; NEI, named entity identification. other fields as only entities being constituents of entries were evaluated. We remark that duration and reason were the most difficult fields to identify properly; these were also the least frequent ones (see table 2) with the larger average token/phrase ratio (table 1 in) . 8 In addition, duration exhibited a large variety of surface forms, while reason was often located outside the sentence boundary, and was thus disregarded by our sentence scope-based algorithm.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we reported on our approach for the i2b2 medication extraction challenge. We developed a context-aware rulebased pipeline that identified medication entries in three steps: named entity identification, filtering, and RE using scope detection. For the NEI component we presented results for the rule-based approach used in the contest and various CRF-based approaches developed after completion of the challenge.
We showed that the standard CRF-based approach did not improve upon the rule-based approach due to the limited amount of training data. However, when additional, although potentially inaccurate, training data were made available, applying CRF resulted in a generalized model that showed considerably better performance.
In this exercise, model creation using the CRF was easier, because feature definition was more straightforward and less error-sensitive than rule creation. On the other hand, rule-based methods are easier to comprehend and lack the lengthy training phase, which supports iterative trial-and-error development. Performance improvement can be expected with less effort with CRF by adding more features, compared with the cumbersome rule fine-tuning.
